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Sincerely,
For the BWD Board
��

Kathy Dice, President
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exceptionally unlikely (<l % probability). Such a claim would not be
reliable science, but merely wishful thinking.
Instead, any decision to use the Subbasin must be made based on a
thorough understanding of the financial risk and rewards for municipal
water service, and for the potential externalities that, if they occur, would
potentially be borne by the Borrego community's public sector. Since
Borrego is designated as a Severely Disadvantaged Community, the
economic risks are a major concern.
In closing, while the BWD Board does not have the necessary information at
this time to formally support or oppose the proposed pipeline alignment at this
time, we would welcome gaining more scientific and economic data, including
risks and benefits for further discussion with SDCW A in the future.
Sincerely,
For the BWD Board

Kathy Dice, President
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Sent via email to: ddenham@sdcwa.org

September 28, 2020

Mr. Dan Denham
San Diego County Water Authority
4677 Overland Avenue
San Diego, CA 92123
Dear Mr. Denham,
Imperial County Farm Bureau has been discussing the San Diego County Water
Authority’s proposed Regional Conveyance System (pipeline project). ICFB has been
opposed to additional transfers out of the Imperial Valley and the prospect of freeing
up space in MET’s canal causes concern among the agriculture water users and
landowners here in Imperial Valley. At our last Farm Bureau board meeting on
September 14th, our board voted to not support the pipeline project, but made a
decision to continue dialogue with SDCWA regarding the project. We are interested
in discussing the pros of the project from your perspective and the cons of the project
from Farm Bureau’s perspective along with how you see this project benefiting our
community, landowners, and water users.
On our last conference call a few months back, you and your staff offered to come to
the Imperial Valley to give a presentation and have a conversation with us regarding
the project. We would like to move forward and schedule this meeting to assist us in
gaining further knowledge and answer questions we have. I did appreciate the
previous conference call we had between SDCWA staff and Farm Bureau leadership;
I think a similar conversation would be appreciated by our Farm Bureau board. Please
contact our office to discuss setting up a meeting.

Sincerely,

Tom Brundy
President
Imperial County Farm Bureau

1000 Broadway, El Centro CA 92243 I 760 352 3831 phone I 760 352 0232 fax I info@icfb.net I www.icfb.net

October 20, 2020

Ms. Sandy Kerl
General Manager
San Diego County Water Authority (SDCWA)
4677 Overland Ave
San Diego, CA 92123
Dear Ms. Kerl:
The Anza-Borrego Foundation (ABF) has served for 53 years as the non-profit partner for Anza- Borrego
Desert State Park. The mission of ABF is:
To protect and preserve the natural landscapes, wildlife habitat and cultural heritage of AnzaBorrego Desert State Park (ABDSP) and its surrounding region, for the benefit and enjoyment of
present and future generations
Since its inception in 1967, ABF has purchased over 55,000 acres of inholdings for transfer to the state
park. It continues to provide education programs and other services to the public, manages the Park’s
retail sales, and provides advocacy on critical park issues. ABF takes pride in its role of helping the state
preserve the Park’s exceptional resources and interpret them to the public.
While ABF is headquartered in the community of Borrego Springs, our membership extends throughout
the nation and is composed of individuals and families that treasure California's largest State Park and its
unique wilderness environment. On average, 500,000 park users visit the region annually. The State Park
and the Borrego Springs Community work together to enhance the experience of these park visitors.
In this regard, ABF has the following concerns regarding the Regional Conveyance System (RCS)
project’s impact to the State Park and the community. Our major concern is that the mandatory study of
the project’s environmental impacts to the Park and local residents, and also to other areas within both San
Diego and Imperial Counties (such as the Salton Sea), has been put off to a later date, so that the extent of
these impacts is unknown at this time.
First, the disruptions attendant with a 15-year construction phase would adversely affect the attractiveness
of nearby portions of both the Park and the town. These adverse effects include probable visual, sound,
and dark sky impacts of both the construction work and future operational facilities. The result could be to
reduce both tourism appeal and visitor-generated revenues to the region and Park.
A specific concern in this regard is Figure 5-3 in the Black and Veatch report which states that a new
power transmission line running from Ocotillo Wells to the Tubb Canyon Portal would be needed. This
new line is about 10 miles long and would run almost entirely through ABDSP.
A similar concern would be the damage that a protracted construction schedule would have on the
bighorn sheep population, a federally endangered species. Specifically, some areas where drilling,
blasting, etc., have been proposed are prime bighorn sheep habitat.

Second, the tunnel is of considerable concern. ABF urges that the effects of tunnel drilling on
groundwater, surface streams, and wildlife be carefully studied, as well as where the thousands of tons of
debris from the tunneling will be deposited, and the impacts of transporting it. Existing reports note that
the tunnel crosses eight active faults and is as much as 3,500 feet below the surface. This suggests that
repairing earthquake damage could be exceedingly difficult. ABF urges that all impacts of the tunnel on
the environment, and vice versa, be rigorously studied.
Also, we note that large boring machines need significant quantities of water for dust control, cooling
cutting heads, and other uses. How much water will be needed for construction and where will it come
from? There are limited water resources near the Tubb Canyon Portal.
Third, if it were desired to store water from the RCS in the local Borrego aquifer, the lower-quality
Colorado River water would require costly treatment to ensure there are no adverse water quality impacts
or damage to the aquifer itself. Borrego’s current water supply is from its ancient Pleistocene aquifer and
requires no treatment.
Finally, we wonder whether the proponents plan to meet with representatives from the various nearby
Native American communities to learn of their concerns regarding the RCS project, and its effects on
lands that are of spiritual or cultural significance to them.
In conclusion, the Anza-Borrego Foundation feels that the purported benefits of the RCS project will not
justify the possible adverse effects to California’s most spectacular State Park, as well as to the
community of Borrego Springs and nearby portions of both San Diego and Imperial Counties. Thus, the
Anza-Borrego Foundation cannot support the RCS project unless convincing responses can be found for
these numerous and serious concerns.
All the relevant portions of the above comments would also apply to alternatives 3A and 5A, should they
become actively considered.
At the August 24, 2020 SDCWA meeting, your board postponed approval of Phase B until approved
funds allow ‘additional dialogue with member agencies and outreach to stakeholders.’ Based on this letter
and the previous letter we submitted to you in August, we respectfully request that ABF, as the official
partner of the State Park, be consulted as a stakeholder in further deliberations on the proposed project.
Also attached is a description of concerns related to the ‘no fatal flaw ’conclusion produced in Phase A
Reports.
Regards,

Dick Troy, President
Anza-Borrego Foundation

Attachment A
‘Fatal Flaw’ Analysis
It is understood that the objective of Phase A work is to assess the technical and
economic feasibility of constructing the Regional Conveyance System (Page 1-1
Black and Veatch August 2020). The report and attached documents provide
information to determine if any “fatal flaw” is contained within the proposed
project. In fact, it was determined that no “fatal flaw” exists with the proposed
project (Section 6.3 Page 6-2 Black and Veatch August 2020).
The proposed project falls under the California Environmental Quality Act (CEQA)
which governs the review and approval of the project. Specifically, CEQA requires
“that environmental considerations not be concealed by focusing on isolated
parts, overlooking the cumulative effect of the whole action”. Also “to ensure that
the whole of the action is considered, project descriptions must give an accurate
view of the project as a whole, revealing any indirect or ultimate environmental
effects of the activity being approved”.
In the review of the seven reports available on the CWA web site
(sdcwa.org/Colorado-river-supplies-management) adequate information is not
provided to assess the proposed project impacts to Borrego Springs, and the Anza
Borrego Desert State Park (ABDSP). As such it is our opinion that the
determination that no fatal flaws exist for the project cannot be made without a
clear project description as required by CEQA.
A few specific examples include:
• Figure 5-3 page 5-10 of the Black and Veatch report shows a new power
line that is almost 10 miles long that would be almost entirely constructed
through the ABSDSP. This would be a significant and major impact to the
Park. Section 5.4.2 page 5-6 does not identify that any lands within the
ABSDP would be needed and/or no approvals would be required from the
State Park System.

• The East Tunnel Portal located in Tubb Canyon, is where a ~17-foot
diameter tunnel will be constructed. This tunnel would run up to 44 miles.
There is no proposal to deal with the resulting waste rock that has been
evacuated from the tunneling. This could be as much as two million cubic
yards of ground up rock. The only “solution” to address this vast volume of
material is to truck it though Borrego Springs and use it to stabilize the
Salton Sea shoreline (Section 7.6.3 page 7-19). However, the project
description does not provide any useful information regarding the potential
environmental impact.
• The Kleinfelder Geotechnical report (Revision April 8, 2020) discusses
potential pressure gradients within deep tunnels (shown in Figure 8.3.1
page 43). The figure goes to a submerged depth of 2,000 feet however the
proposed project is proposing a tunnel greater than 3,000 feet. Does this
mean that the proposed project is 50% deeper than any other completed
tunnel? As given on Page 43 it is stated that the depth of the RCS tunnel is
twice the state of practice of gasketed segmental lining used in the
Arrowhead tunnels. Also, the report (page 22) stated that the example
given in the San Jacinto River tunnel (with a high static pressure) was
determined to be a permanent problem and couldn’t be fixed. In such a
case environmental impacts to springs sources providing water to the
Endangered Peninsular Big Horn Sheep would be significant and
unmitigable and could result in a “taking” under the Endangered Species
Act.
• The tunnel is expected to cross 8 active faults. (page 11). A discussion
follows regarding how difficult it is to construct a tunnel, with high head
pressures in an active fault zone. (Page 37) Also, if an earthquake were to
occur that resulted in displacement within the tunnel and lining there is no
possible solution to “fix” a catastrophic breakage.
In summary, the Phase A reports do not provide an adequate project description
so that potential significant and adverse impacts (fatal flaws) to the ABDSP can be
evaluated or analyzed.

November 10, 2020
Chair Gary Croucher
San Diego County Water Authority
4677 Overland Avenue
San Diego, CA 92123
RE: Phase B of the Regional Conveyance System Study

Dear Chair Croucher,
The undersigned General Managers of water agencies that comprise the San Diego
County Water Authority (SDCWA) are writing to express our concerns over moving the
Regional Conveyance System Study (RCSS) to Phase B.
While there is little disagreement over the engineering costs of over $5 billion for the
RCSS and SDCWA’s technical capability of implementing a project of this magnitude, the
RCSS fails on many fronts to present itself as a financially viable water infrastructure
project, including the fact that it is not economically competitive with other supply and
transportation options and does not create new water or add reliability/flexibility to the
region.
The RCSS is not affordable to the current ratepayers, who are already burdened with
increasing water costs. A simple sensitivity analysis shows that the RCSS is not costeffective when evaluated using reasonable assumptions with slight variations of MWD
price escalation and reasonable timeframes to calculate net present value. Underlying
the disfavorable economics is the irrefutable fact that the RCS does not solve a water
supply, capacity or reliability issue, and is duplicative of existing publicly financed water
importation infrastructure of which we are part owners.
A Negotiated Exchange option, along with a hard look at the future demands and local
supply development that retail member agencies are projecting, would be a wise pursuit
for the ratepayers of the region. Since the feasibility of the project also depends on an
extension of the Imperial Irrigation District Contract beyond 2047 with certainty on the
water cost escalation rate, this effort should also be a priority for SDCWA staff prior to
initiating additional studies.
Proceeding to Phase B at this time is not a wise use of our ratepayer funds. Retail
member agencies of the SDCWA are on the front lines interacting with the water
ratepayers on a daily basis. It is our duty and obligation to protect them from unnecessary
rate increase that the RCSS would impose for the next century if it moves forward.

Thank you for consideration of our input.

Kimberly Thorner
General Manager
Olivenhain Municipal Water District

Cari Dale
Water Utilities Director
City of Oceanside

Gary Arant
General Manager
Valley Center Municipal Water District

Amy Reeh
Interim General Manager
Yuima Municipal Water District

Clint Baze
General Manager
Rincon del Diablo Municipal Water District

Glenn Pruim
General Manager
Vallecitos Municipal Water District

Tom Kennedy
General Manager
Rainbow Municipal Water District

Jack Bebee
General Manager
Fallbrook Public Utilities District

John Simpson
General Manager
Marine Corps Base Camp Pendleton

November 11, 2020

Chairman Gary Croucher and Members of the Board
San Diego County Water Authority
4677 Overland Avenue
San Diego, CA 92123

Dear Chairman Croucher and Members of the Board of Directors;
The Leagues of Women Voters of San Diego County join in requesting the Board at its 11/19/2020
Board meeting not pursue the further exploration of a Regional Conveyance System from the
Colorado River. We make this request based on our position related to Planning and Management of
Water Resources, which was arrived at after lengthy study and regular review. We are particularly
concerned with protecting the natural environment, reviewing the economic, social, and
environmental costs and benefits of the proposed project, and our conviction that it is most
important to encourage a variety of water sources with an emphasis on nonstructural alternatives.
The basis of the Regional Conveyance System is grounded in the perception that by building a new
pipeline to the Colorado River, the residents of the County Water Authority service area would be
guaranteed access to river water with more certainty, acquire, through the Imperial Irrigation District,
access to Third Priority Rights in the River’s allocation system, and avoid increasing costs of
Metropolitan Water District water conveyed through the existing MWD pipeline.
We see major problems with this proposed system:
* The Colorado River is highly over-allocated.
* The River originates in a region of the country that is predicted to have a decreased water supply
available in the future because of climate change.
* A fully functioning pipeline, which the SDCWA has helped pay for, exists now. The region would
still need to import water from the State Water Project, so a part of the existing transportation
system will continue to be used.
* The costs of the entire project are predicted to be more than $5 billion. Given the history of most
large water projects, it is quite possible that the cost would rise significantly over the 50-year
development window.
* The SDCWA will still be obliged to pay money to MWD for existing infrastructure and future
proposed major projects related to the State Water Project.

San Diego County Water Authority
November 11, 2020
Page Two

* The drive of the SDCWA to diversify its local water sources has proceeded well to date. But there is
much that can still be done.
* Local agencies are pursuing water reuse and have committed many millions of dollars towards the
goal of supplementing our water supply with recycled water.
* Conservation has worked well, but there is still a great deal that could be done to decrease water
usage in San Diego County.
* Storm water capture is a strong possibility, especially given the anticipated extreme storm events
anticipated with climate change.
* Desalination costs are decreasing and our location next to the ocean provides a guaranteed source
of water forever. Methods of decreasing energy costs are being sought worldwide and show great
promise.
In short, the capital proposed to build an incredibly expensive pipeline/tunnel from the Colorado
River to San Diego could be redirected to seeking local water sources which are not as costly and
require much less environmental impacts upon the region.
Sincerely,
Anne Omsted, President
League of Women Voters
North County San Diego

Lori Thiel, President
League of Women Voters
San Diego

P. O. Box 131272 • Carlsbad, CA 92013-1272 • 760-736-1608 • www.lwvncsd.org
The League of Women Voters North County San Diego is a 501 (c) (3) non-profit organization.

8899 University Center Lane Suite 170 • San Diego, CA 92122
858 535-9121 • Fax 858 535-9156

November 12, 2020

Ms. Sandra Kerl
General Manager
San Diego County Water Authority
4677 Overland Avenue
San Diego, CA 92123
Dear General Manager Kerl,
The Tubb Canyon Desert Conservancy (TCDC) was established in 2011 to preserve
desert habitat and biodiversity, protect native plants and wildlife, and conserve
scenic vistas and historic sites in the vicinity of Tubb Canyon and the larger AnzaBorrego Sonoran Desert in southeastern California. In my August 24, 2020 letter to
you (attached herewith) I outlined some of the Conservancy’s activities over the
past decade, as well as some of our regional and local concerns regarding the San
Diego County Water Authority’s (CWA) proposed Regional Conveyance System
(RCS).
In the ensuing weeks since my August 24th letter to you, many members of the
Borrego community have had the opportunity to develop a deeper understanding of
what the RCS would mean to Borrego. Many in the community, and certainly TCDC,
have moved beyond the “concerns” described in our initial comment letters to a
determined opposition to route 3A as described in CWA’s Phase A report. We have
come to realize that route 3A would change and degrade forever the character of the
Borrego Valley that is paramount to our future economic survival.
But first … Setting the Record Straight
The Conservancy has received report that the CWA Board has been repeatedly told
“Borrego Springs enthusiastically supports the RCS project.” If this is indeed what
the CWA Board has been told, it has been misled. The Borrego community only
became aware of the CWA’s Phase A report in August 2020; and to date, those
organizations in Borrego that have formally considered the proposed RCS as
described in the Phase A report have formally expressed to you either their
numerous “concerns” or their explicit opposition.

8899 University Center Lane, Suite 170, San Diego, CA 92122
Phone 858 535-9121 Fax 858 535-9156
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To date, the only visible support in Borrego for the Phase B study of the RCS comes
from two wealthy land developers operating in the Borrego area. The assertion by
CWA Deputy General Manager Dan Denham that one of these developers, Jack
McGrory, speaks “on behalf of the Borrego community”1 is not true. As you can see
from the Comment Letters in your board packets of August 27, 2020 and November
19, 2020, the four Borrego organizations that have consulted their boards in the last
two months—the Borrego Water District, the Tubb Canyon Desert Conservancy, the
Anza-Borrego Foundation, and the Borrego Village Association—have not voted to
support this project; and, to the contrary, have either voiced “concerns” about it or
are explicitly opposed to it.
RCS is Fatally Flawed from a Borrego Perspective
Since my August 24, 2020 letter to you, the members of the Tubb Canyon Desert
Conservancy have performed a more detailed examination of the Phase A report
regarding the proposed RCS. I am writing today to express our opposition to any
route that traverses the Anza-Borrego Desert State Park (ABDSP) and the
community of Borrego Springs. This opposition is neither arbitrary nor parochial
but is based on the physical and economic impacts of the proposed RCS that are
readily discernable from the Phase A report.
We understand there are objections to this project from ratepayers in San Diego
who are concerned about both direct costs and opportunity costs, as well as from
those who are concerned about the project’s impact on San Diego County’s
greenhouse gas emissions. While many in Borrego share the concerns of our coastal
neighbors, there are myriad objections to the RSC proposal that are particular to
Borrego and that fall into several broad categories:
1) The ecological devastation the RCS’s trenches, tunnels, pumping stations, and
powerlines would bring to public and private lands in the Borrego Valley,
2) The economic devastation the RCS would bring to Borrego Springs’ emerging
ecotourism industry as a result of the Borrego Valley being an industrial
construction site for 15 years,
3) Time-frame mismatch—Borrego Springs will have completed the work of
reaching sustainable yield at least 5 years before the first drop of water could flow
from the RCS to Borrego Springs,
4) The low probability of Borrego being able to secure water rights of any seniority
to 20,000 AFY from the over-allocated Colorado River,
5) The low probability of Borrego being able to pay for 20,000 AFY of finished
Colorado River water,
6) The low probability of Borrego being able to pay CWA to transport of 20,000
AFY of Colorado River water,

1

San Diego County Water Authority Board Meeting, August 27, 2020. Audio Transcript, Part 1, 48:46—
48:51.
8899 University Center Lane, Suite 170, San Diego, CA 92122
Phone 858 535-9121 Fax 858 535-9156
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7) The low probability of conjunctive use of Colorado River water, either direct use
or storage in the Borrego Basin, and
8) The low probability of Borrego being able to absorb the multi-million-dollar cost
associated with building an alternative distribution system in Borrego for direct
use of Colorado River water.
It is beyond the scope of this letter to elaborate the details of each of the above
concerns associated with the proposed Northern Alignment Route (3A). If
necessary, we will provide this information in subsequent communications. In the
meantime, I will briefly elaborate our concerns designated #’s 1 and 2 above: the
ecological and economic devastation the RCS would bring to the Borrego region.
RCS would bring Ecological and Economic Devastation to Borrego
The ABDSP contains over 85% of California’s state-designated wilderness area. It is
part of the UNESCO Man and Biosphere designation. It is part of the University of
California Reserve System. The view of the Tubb Canyon Desert Conservancy and
many who live in Borrego Springs is that the ABDSP is publicly protected land that
has been set aside by the people of California, and that its integrity is to be
maintained in perpetuity for future generations of this state, this country, and
indeed, the world, to enjoy. We do not subscribe to the idea that the Park’s integrity
is protected only until such time as the next industrial development scheme
proclaims itself to be a higher and better use.
The emerging economic driver of Borrego Springs is ecotourism. Borrego Springs is
the gateway community to the ABDSP with annual visitation from around the world
estimated at 500,000 people and an estimated $42 Million Dollar annual impact for
the regional economy.2 No other desert community in San Diego County, and
perhaps in all of California, can make this claim. The “products” that we “sell”
visitors are the undisturbed vistas that stretch to the horizon in all directions, the
extravagant floral displays in the springtime, the abundant desert fauna, the quiet of
a community nestled in the middle of a thousand square miles of protected
wilderness, and our Dark Sky—one of the few places in southern California where
the Milky Way is regularly visible.
The Phase A Study describes an industrial infrastructure and a construction process
that are antithetical to Borrego’s emerging ecotourism economy. The proposed RCS
would irreparably damage the integrity of the ABDSP, degrade the character of the
Park forever, and cripple Borrego’s growing ecotourism industry. The aspects of the
proposed RCS that are particularly relevant in this regard are:
1) The 15 years of industrial construction that would be required to bring this
infrastructure into existence,
2

“Potential Impacts of Wind Farm Development Near Anza-Borrego Desert State Park,” BBC Research &
Consulting, 2012.
8899 University Center Lane, Suite 170, San Diego, CA 92122
Phone 858 535-9121 Fax 858 535-9156
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2) The 38-mile-long trench, a minimum of 35 feet wide and 20 feet deep, from near
the southern end of the Salton Sea, across the State Park and community of
Borrego Springs, to a tunnel portal somewhere at the base of the Peninsular
Mountain Range,
3) The 47-mile-long tunnel, 14 feet in diameter, to the Twin Oaks facility near
Escondido, that would be bored under public, private, and tribal lands at
unprecedented depth and would threaten groundwater supplies along its route,
4) The removal by dump truck of 1.5 million cubic feet of rock waste from tunnel
construction,
5) The 10-acre pumping station sited at Tubb, Palm, Glorietta Canyon or Rams Hill,
and
6) The 10 miles of 230 kV transmission lines transecting the Park and viewshed that
would be necessary to power the pumping station.
The insensitivity of the RCS’s suggested “Northern Alignment” (Route 3A) to the
community and economy of Borrego Springs approaches breath taking. Digging 35foot-wide trench 38 miles long through desert habitat to the mouth of Tubb Canyon
or Glorietta Canyon would be devastating enough, but to consider digging such a
trench through the heart of downtown Borrego Springs to Palm Canyon is
insensitivity on a monumental scale (Fig. 1). The consideration of placing a 10-acre
pumping station at the top of Palm Canyon Dr., next to the State Park Visitor Center,
confirms that those who have proposed these routes have no regard for, nor
understanding of, the community of Borrego Springs, its people, nor its aspirations.

Figure 1. Denham, Davis presentation to the Borrego Water District, August 11,
2020
8899 University Center Lane, Suite 170, San Diego, CA 92122
Phone 858 535-9121 Fax 858 535-9156
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Borrego is on Track to Sustainable Yield and a Sustainable Economy
Borrego Springs has worked diligently for the past decade to come to grips with its
over-drafted aquifer, and Borrego Springs will have done the hard work of achieving
sustainable yield by 2040, a full five years before the first drop of water could arrive
in Borrego via the RCS. We were the first basin in the state to submit a Groundwater
Sustainability Plan to the California Department of Water Resources. As of this
month our wells are monitored, we have empaneled a Watermaster Board, and we
have begun an adjudication process as part of a Stipulated Agreement that will set
us inexorably on the path to sustainable yield by the year 2040.
The 75% reduction in water use over the next 20 years means that agriculture and
land development cannot be our economic drivers going forward. Instead, Borrego
is uniquely geographically positioned in the middle of 1000 square miles of Park
and wilderness to be able to develop ecotourism as our next economic driver and
stay within our sustainable yield water budget of 5,000 AFY. An industrial-scale
project like the RCS through the middle of the ABDSP and the community of Borrego
Springs would be detrimental to the undisturbed wilderness that is the basis of our
tourism economy and therefore detrimental to our future economic development.
For the Borrego Valley the RCS is a pipe dream turned nightmare that promises too
little, too late … at a devastating ecological cost … and at an economic cost Borrego
could not begin to bear. For these and myriad other reasons that will be elaborated
in future communications if necessary, the Tubb Canyon Desert Conservancy
pledges its opposition to any alignment of the RCS that traverses the ABDSP and the
community of Borrego Springs.
Sincerely yours,

J. David Garmon, M.D.
President, TCDC

JDG: ms
Enclosure

8899 University Center Lane, Suite 170, San Diego, CA 92122
Phone 858 535-9121 Fax 858 535-9156
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August 24, 2020
Ms. Sandra Kerl
General Manager
San Diego County Water Authority
4677 Overland Avenue
San Diego, CA 92123
Dear General Manager Kerl,
The Tubb Canyon Desert Conservancy (TCDC), a California non-profit public benefit
corporation, was founded nearly a decade ago in the wake of our community’s successful effort
to prevent the siting of SDG&E’s Sunrise Powerlink through the Anza-Borrego Desert State
Park (ABDSP) and the Tubb Canyon region. The mission of the Conservancy is to preserve
desert habitat and biodiversity, protect native plants and wildlife, and conserve scenic vistas and
historic sites in the vicinity of Tubb Canyon and the larger Anza-Borrego Sonoran Desert in
southeastern California.
Since its founding in 2011 the Tubb Canyon Desert Conservancy has catalyzed a consortium of
academics and federal agencies to address our most destructive invasive species. TDCD has
actively engaged in community organizing as a founding member of the Borrego Valley
Stewardship Council. TCDC is also an active participant in the implementation of a NationalGeographic-inspired Geotourism program of economic development for our community.
However, TCDC’s activities most relevant to the San Diego County Water Authority’s
(SDCWA) proposed Regional Conveyance System (RCS) are the Conservancy’s efforts over the
years to preserve scenic vistas, historic sites, and pristine desert habitat. Examples of these
activities include: 1) TCDC was a leading opponent of the Desert Renewable Energy
Conservation Plan (DRECP) that would have “fast-tracked” industrial-scale energy projects in
our region by eliminating the need for such projects to abide by environmental protections on the
state and federal level; 2) TCDC has monitored and opposed efforts subsequent to the Sunrise
Powerlink to site transmission lines through the ABDSP; and, 3) TCDC successfully organized
overwhelming community support for the Borrego Community Plan against amendments that
would have allowed for the destruction of scenic vistas, desert habitat, and historic sites.

TCDC had been monitoring the RCS proposal for a number of months when it became aware
that conversations in San Diego appear to often contain statements that misrepresent Borrego
Springs’ stance vis-à-vis the proposed RCS, e.g. “Borrego supports the RCS proposal” and
“Borrego views the RCS as the solution to our water crisis.” The fact is there has been no public
discussion of the RCS proposal in the Borrego Valley community and no agency or organization
in Borrego Springs has voted to support the project. For this reason, the Conservancy requested
the Borrego Water District: 1) include a discussion of the proposed RCS at its August 11, 2020
board meeting; and, 2) issue a letter to the SDCWA clarifying its current stance on the RCS
proposal.
Tubb Canyon Desert Conservancy has a number of concerns — both regional and local — about
the RCS proposal. We share the regional concerns described in the Member Agency’s Managers
Group report of July 2020—that the project is not cost competitive and that the Phase A report
employed highly implausible assumptions. Additionally, we are concerned that the RCS would
be redundant of the already existing Colorado River conveyance system. That the RCS adds no
new water to the system. That, as currently planned, the RCS would traverse six active fault
lines. That ratepayers would be saddled with unnecessary debt for generations. And that there are
significant opportunity costs associated with pursuing the RCS; the money could be spent in far
more effective ways to address the objectives of establishing a sufficient and reliable water
supply for San Diego and surrounding communities..
TCDC also has more local concerns that are specific to the ABDSP, the community of Borrego
Springs, and the Tubb Canyon region. Chief among these concerns is that the 1000 square miles
that compose the Park and the Community are not industrial; they are predominantly statedesignated wilderness area; and, as such, these 1000 square miles provide a valuable,
irreplaceable, and irreproducible service to the citizens of San Diego County, Southern
California, and neighboring states. Visitors have come, and will come again after the pandemic,
from around the world to experience the vastness of the Park and its undisturbed vistas. The
inevitable disruptions of a massive project like the RCS to the uninterrupted majesty of pristine
desert landscape would be antithetical to the identity of what we are as a community.
Because of its geographic location in the center of the ABDSP, Borrego Springs is surrounded on
all sides by the State Park and is uniquely positioned to transition its economy to ecotourism,
which it has been engaged in doing for the past five years under the rubric of the National
Geographic-inspired Geotourism Program mentioned above. The community of Borrego Springs
knows it must reduce its water consumption by 75% over the next 20 years, which means it can
no longer depend on local agriculture and residential development as economic drivers. Thus,
TCDC is concerned that an industrial project of the scale of the proposed RCS would be
detrimental to the undisturbed wilderness that is the basis of our ecotourism effort and, therefore,
detrimental to our critical economic pivot.
Tubb Canyon Desert Conservancy shares the concerns expressed in the Borrego Water District’s
letter of August 12, 2020 regarding the potential adverse impact Colorado River water could
have on our water quality were there to be conjunctive use of our aquifer. We are also concerned
about the potential detrimental impact conjunctive use could have on the structural integrity of
our aquifer.
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Finally, I would mention that the Borrego community has worked diligently for nearly a decade
to create a plan to address our overdrafted aquifer. Our Groundwater Sustainability Plan (GSP)
was the first in the state to be presented to the Department of Water Resources. We are in the
final stages of a Stipulated Agreement that will implement our GSP through our newly created
Watermaster Board. This is to say that we have a plan for achieving water sustainability for our
community without sacrificing the wilderness that surrounds us and is the draw for a tourism
economy that will sustain us into the future.
The above paragraphs provide an overview of the various concerns TCDC has regarding the
RCS proposal. I am attaching a technical addendum to this comment letter which outlines with
greater specificity a number of our ecological and cultural concerns. I hope this letter and
addendum provide additional information that will be useful to you and your board as you
deliberate the future of the proposed Regional Conveyance System. Please do not hesitate to
contact me for additional information or to discuss this matter further.

Sincerely yours,

J. David Garmon, M.D.
President, TCDC

JDG: ms
Enclosure
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8899 University Center Lane Suite 170 • San Diego, CA 92122
858 535-9121 • Fax 858 535-9156

Technical Addendum to the Tubb Canyon Desert Conservancy
Comment Letter dated August 24, 2020 regarding the San Diego
County Water Authority’s proposed Regional Conveyance System
The preferred route of the RCS pipeline across the Anza-Borrego Desert State Park (ABDSP)
roughly follows the alternative desert route of San Diego Gas & Electric’s Sunrise Powerlink
Project. The California Public Utilities Commission evaluated this route in detail for that project
and abandoned it as too destructive to the fragile land and species along this route up Tubb
Canyon Road.

Figure 1

The proposed RSC route for an 8.5 ft in diameter pipeline, along with pumping stations, is located
within, and in close proximity to, the Anza-Borrego Desert State Park. The area in Figure 1 above
is the transition zone between the Sonoran Desert (Colorado Subdivision) at its western terminus

and higher elevation foothill chaparral and oak woodland plant regimes. As with most transition
zones, the habitat along the preferred RCS route supports significant biodiversity and listed
species due to the variety of vegetation regimes and terrain located in close proximity to one
another.
The slightly wetter transition habitat along the proposed RCS route encompasses several
surface springs and seasonal stream courses (arroyos) that provide ideal conditions for
numerous lizard species, including the Flat-tailed Horned Lizard (Phyrnosoma mcallii), a
California Department of Fish & Wildlife (CDFW) Species of Special Concern, which
favors desert riparian gravel flats. Recovery of this species is currently managed by a 1997
Conservation interagency Agreement between state and federal parties that oversee Flat-tailed
Horned Lizard (FTHL) habitat that includes the CDFW, the San Diego Department of Parks and
Recreation, the Arizona Department of Game and Fish, and several Department of Defense and
Interior agencies as signatory parties for the protection of the Flat-tailed Horned Lizard. See the
annotated California Department of Fish & Wildlife map attached.
The proposed RCS route crosses a recovering, resident population of Burrowing Owls
(Athene cunicularia) on Tubb Canyon Bajada, another California Species of Special
Concern. Burrowing Owl populations remain in decline across much of their range. See photo
documentation attached of burrowing owls along the proposed RCS route.
The proposed RCS pipeline runs through the federal recovery area for the endangered
Peninsular Desert Bighorn Sheep (Ovis canadensis nelsonii / cremnobates). Construction
across this critical habitat would adversely impact the future recovery of this important San
Ysidro Mountain population of bighorn sheep by disrupting their range and reducing species
diversity by inhibiting movement of individuals between herds. See the annotated U.S. Fish &
Wildlife Service map attached.
The varied terrain on the proposed RCS attracts a variety of resident and migratory bird
species to its ephemeral water sources, ancient ocotillo forest, and associated native
vegetation, including several species of hummingbirds, hawks, warblers, and orioles. Bats roost
nearby within local cliff cracks and small caves, flying out at night to feed on abundant insects
present around seasonal water sources. Wildflowers bloom abundantly in the area after sufficient
rain. The full spectrum of species living within the subject area has not been fully
documented, merits further study, and is deserving of full protection from destructive
pipeline and pump station construction, including associated access roads.
Furthermore, construction of the pipeline and pumping stations would destroy the fragile
biotic crust of the desert wherever surface disturbance occurs. As a result, the ability of
desert soils to support diverse native flora would be reduced and likely unrecoverable for
hundreds, or perhaps thousands, of years. For example, the tank tracks made by General
Patton’s desert training exercises in the Borrego Maneuver Area during WWII are still clearly
visible today.
In addition, removal of the biotic crust results in fine particulates becoming airborne in the
high winds that frequently blow through Tubb Canyon. Such fine dusts would pollute the
clean air of ABDSP and adjacent Wilderness Areas, obscuring scenic vistas and the clear,
dark skies that are highly valued in Borrego Valley. Borrego Springs is one of only 21 IDAcertified “International Dark Sky Communities” in the entire United States:
http://darksky.org/idsp/communities/.
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The resulting degraded air quality would also diminish the tourist value of Borrego Springs and
the surrounding Anza-Borrego Desert State Park, resulting in harm to the local economy.
Tourism revenues have decreased in other communities where major pipeline and transmission
line projects have resulted in haze, high airborne particulate counts. Air pollution results in more
frequent asthmatic, allergic, and other respiratory reactions in visitors and local residents.
Noise generated by construction of this massive pipeline and pumping station project would
reverberate off the nearby mountains and canyons, causing unacceptably high noise levels
locally and across the adjacent State Park. Noise is potentially destructive to both wildlife and
the tranquil, secluded setting visitors expect in the State Park and vicinity.
Increased construction-associated truck traffic for the project would also have adverse
impacts on noise, scenic vistas, and vehicle emissions, further degrading air quality and
visibility in the Borrego Valley and, specifically, in the Tubb Canyon region.
Excavation and construction for the RCS pipeline and pumping stations would likely
destroy ancient Native American sites. The Tubb Canyon Bajada was once heavily used by
local Cahuilla tribes for their seasonal harvest of agave. Nearby canyons and arroyos provided
reliable water in the desert from both natural springs and periodic floods that flowed into seasonal
streambeds and ephemeral wetlands. Potsherds, stone hand tools, and other Native American and
pioneer artifacts are plentiful in the Tubb Canyon area and are present on the proposed RCS
route.
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Ocotillo in bloom (Indian Head Peak in distance) on Tubb Canyon
Bajada in vicinity of the proposed RCS pipeline and pumping station.

Burrowing Owl (Athene
cunicularia hypugear / Athene
cunicularia) in Palm Canyon
north of Tubb Canyon.

(Photo courtesy of Lori Paul)

(Photo courtesy of Thad McManus)

Endangered Peninsular Bighorn Sheep (Ovis
Canadensis) ram in nearby Palm Canyon.
(Photo courtesy of Thad McManus)

Yellow Barrel Cactus and
red Chuperosa blooms in
Tubb Canyon.
(Photos courtesy of Lori Paul)

Rainbow during a
thunderstorm over Tubb
Canyon Bajada.
(Photo courtesy of Lori Paul)
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Burrowing Owls along proposed
RCS Pipeline and Pumping Station
Route
Active burrowing owl burrow on the RCS Pipeline and
Pumping Station route.
Red arrows (upper left of image) indicate greyish owl
pellets above the hole (located just left of one "observation
perch" in the creosote bush that extends over the burrow's
entrance). There is a back entrance (exit) to the burrow on
the other side of the bush.
Photos by L. Paul

Close up of a burrowing owl "pellet" (~2 inches long). Fur,
bones, insect chitin and other indigestible parts of prey
collect in the bird's gizzard where they are compressed into
a pellet form, then regurgitated by the owl. Note the leg
bones and piece of rodent skull above the pellet. Several
pellets were taken from the site as physical proof of the
burrowing owl's existence on the proposed RCS route

Burrowing Owl (Athene cunicularia) near the RCS route. Burrowing owls are a California
Dept. of Fish & Wildlife Species of Special Concern.
Photo by Thad McManus (used with permission)
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The RCS pipeline route runs entirely through the South San Ysidro Mountains / Region 7
Critical Habitat for the federally listed (Endangered) Peninsular Bighorn Sheep. [Map
excerpted from page 11 of the “Peninsular Bighorn Sheep (Ovis Canadensis nelsonii) 5-Year
Review” by the U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service, April 21, 2011; approximate RCS route
annotation added.]

RCS Pipeline route
across Peninsular
Bighorn Sheep Critical
Habitat
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